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The 90 Day Plan and Beyond



More Details on the 90 Plan and 
Moving on to Platinum 

Building a Successful 
Business 
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How to Make this Work…A 90 Day Plan & Beyond
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The first action would start with setting up a Plan that is designed to help you get to 
Silver, complete the 18K Club and then go Gold in 90 days plus moving beyond that 
shortly thereafter to Platinum, and why not, right!!! 

The example in the following slides will give you the steps. Basically you would go 
Silver and build your first downline Silver in the first month. This needs good 
planning and team work. Then Month two and three you would build Gold and 
finish the 18K Club and then in month 4 reach Platinum.

The benefit would be huge both in accomplishment and income. Become a 
Platinum, Earn the 18K Club Bonus plus a total earnings of almost $8,000 or more
with a team of a minimum of 14 Silvers and great momentum. Plus you would be 
very close if not done on the Travel Bonus worth an additional $2,500.

Check out the Slides and see if this idea helps you create a plan. Remember that 
this is an exercise in learning and gaining an understanding so you can think and 
plan the building of your business and not necessarily something that will 
automatically or actually happen.



The 90 Day Plan & Beyond-Month One 

Month One Go Silver and

Create one Downline Silver 
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New 
Dist

In the first month the objective would be to do 3 Powerhouses and get to Silver and help 
a new Distr. do the same. Whether this is you or you are working with a frontline 
Distributor, the plan is the same. Both would create a total of 9 customers and 3 front line 
Distributors.
You would generate 12,000 OV and you would also meet the other qualifications for going 
Silver. Your first downline Silver would be created and you could earn approximately 
$2,500 for doing this. 

Powerhouse x 3 
Plus 387 Vol Points
Equals 6,000 Vol
Equals Silver

387 PPV & PGPV Vol

Vol 1871

Vol 1871

Vol 1871

New 
Dist 387 PPV& PGPV

Vol 5613



How to Make this Work…A 90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K

Understanding the numbers
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Top line view; you or a front-line create 3 Powerhouses plus the additional 387 vol required to reach 6,000 
points and a Silver Distributorship.

Each Powerhouse creates 1,871 Points x 3 = 5,613 + 387 = 6,000

Earn about $600 to $675 for each Powerhouse total for 3 = $1,800 to $2,025 *

Earn an additional $70 to a $100 on the extra volume **

Next and at the same time get a front-line Distributor to do the same.

They would earn about $625 for each Powerhouse and to reach Silver $1,875, plus the income on the 
additional 387 Vol of $70 to $100.

As the sponsor you would earn $200 for each Powerhouse created, plus the Override income of 
approximately $93(depending on rank) for a total of almost $700.

Add this all up and the potential income for this could be $2,825.00.

Total Volume 12,000 OV

*As a Silver or above earning at  the maximum rebate of 20% on the CV. Total for each $675 

** Depends on how the extra 387 is sold either retail or wholesale. If retail then you would earn the most.



90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K Month 2

Month Two

Build second frontline Silver

Help #1 build their

1st Silver.
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SIl

#1S #2

1A

In month 2 develop your second 
front line Silver and your first 
front line develops their first 
Silver using the Powerhouse 
Strategy.
The organization generates 
13,500 to  15,000 in OV and you 
could reach Gold or be very close.
And you have 2 levels of Silvers 
below you.
Income potential here is about 
$1,000
You would earn about $300 for # 
1 and $700 for # 2 
# 1 would earn about $700 for 1A
1A and 2 would each earn about 
$1,800

Find more 
Prospects



How to Make this Work…A 90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K 

Understanding the numbers
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Starting Month 2 you are Silver and you have 1 First Level Silver.

Each has qualification requirements of 100 PPV and 1,500 PGPV to be qualified and
to get paid.

Each will then develop a New front-line Silver. Another 1st level for you and the first 
for your # 1

Simple math here then is the two New Silvers can each earn close to $1,900 and
both the top Distributor and their # 1 each earn $700 plus any other volume 
generated.

Volume created here would be anywhere from 13,500 to 15,000 so Gold could be 
achieved and two thirds of the 18K club would be done.

Top line Distributor Income would be about $1,000 plus.



90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K Month 3

In this month complete the 18K

Club and Go Gold

Earn about

6K in 90 days. 
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Gold

1-S 2-S

1A

3-S

!B 2A

1A1

In this Plan the growth continues first with your 3rd front-line Silver and the 18K Club. Your # 1 
gets his second Silver, 1B. Your # 2 gets their first Silver, 2A and your first leg gets a new Silver, 
1A1 on your 3rd level. 
In this month you would generate a minimum of 24,000 OV easily qualify as a Gold and the 
potential income would be about $1,600 plus the 18 K Bonus of $ 1,000 for a total of 2,600.



How to Make this Work…A 90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K 

Understanding the numbers
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Starting Month 3 the top line Distributor has 2 Frontline Silvers and will create one 
more to reach the 18K club.

#1 will develop a New Second Level (3rd to the top) Silver plus a New front-line as 
well.

# 2 will develop their first 1st level Silver.

Total volume would be a minimum of 24,000 OV so Gold will have been achieved 
and the organization will have 7 Downline Silvers with great momentum taking 
place.

Top line Distributor would earn about $1,600 in overrides and Incentives plus the 
$1,000 Bonus for the 18K club.

If you add up the potential for these 3 months it is well over $6,000.



90 Day Plan & Beyond - Platinum + One Down-
line  18K Club Month 4

In this month go Platinum

Help your # 1 do 18K Club 
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Gold

1-S
2-S

1
A

3-
S

!B

2A

1A
1

!C

!B
1

!B
1

2B

2B

2A

Create 6 New Downline Silvers 
36,000 in Volume. Help # 1 do 18K
# 2 is one away and you would now 
have 13 Silvers on your team.



How to Make this Work…A 90 Day Plan & Beyond Gold and 18K 

Understanding the numbers
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Starting Month 4 the top line is Gold with 3 working legs and 7 Leaders. Looking at each 
individually, each could create a New Silver with the Powerhouse strategy and this would then 
mean 7 x 6,000 Points equals 42,000 which more than qualifies for Platinum.

The income here will be a bit less than the previous month as most of the activity is in the Down-
line but this is Key for your future residual income. You could build another front-line to increase 
the income or stay on track to build an organization.

Remember that once the frontline is built then the work moves downward and this creates Vested 
Interest and the NEED TO QUALIFY.

So, if each Leader needs to do 1,000 to 1,500 per month the game is to create as many of them as 
possible.

In this example 7 create 7 new for a total of 14, therefore with the same intention , planning and 
direction those 14 can create another 14 for a total of 28 Leaders and their downline. 

The residual income on 28 Groups could easily be $5,000 to $8,000 per month. This is how the 
business works.



Making this Work
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So, the idea then is to create the plan, draw it out to see what it looks like.

Understand how many leaders and or teams you need so it is realistic

Understand how much volume needs to be created so you put in the correct effort.  

Use the Powerhouse to start your Teams.

Push depth; so keep directing the group to build their groups using the Powerhouse.

Create 18K clubs in all legs and on each level you can. 

Set targets and go after them and get results.

Understand what makes this work. 

“When excited individuals get results that are meaningful and this helps them live better 

lives and they can feel proud about what they are involved with, they want to share this 

with others, so they too can have the same benefits.”



Making this Work
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This was an example for training purposes to give you an idea of what to do and 

how to make this work and the potential of what could happen.

It is not the only way that you could build your business but it could be a very 

profitable one. The idea is to create a Plan using this as a strategy to help. 

The results you get will depend upon the work you put into doing the activities 

that are known to create the results.

The company has given all of us this awesome tool and if we use this correctly 

then what you saw could become a reality for many.

Your homework would be to create many different scenarios of how you could use 

this,   as there is not simply one way. And remember not everyone has the same 

resources, time, people and money. Create longer runways different combinations 

but with the same end result. Here’s to an awesome 2023.



Thank You
Dave Rolfe

617-388-9109

rolfeman@earthlink.net

www.daverolfe.com
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